Perfect pool water…
At the touch of a button
**Pool Pilot® Digital**

**Benefits:**
- never buy chlorine again
- simple to use
- no more red eyes
- no more itchy skin
- no more faded swimwear
- soft, silky feeling water
- environmentally friendly
- automatic cell cleaning
- no more damaged hair
- no more vacation worries
- energy efficient

**Features:**
- Extra bright Vacuum Fluorescent Display (VFD)
- Optional relay provides time clock control of pool pump and freeze protection
- More purifier output than any other unit – Up to 2.62 lbs. per day – 49.5 g/h
- Microprocessor technology
- Patented temperature compensation
- 24 & 72 hour boost cycles
- Front panel quick reference guide
- Operates at all salt levels – 2,000 – 35,000 ppm – 2 to 35 g/L
- Operates at water temperature up to 104°F/40°C
- Soft reverse cell cleaning
- Choice of 4 cells to suit pool size
- Patented bypass manifold
- Controlled flow rate for optimum chlorine production
- Easy installation and service
- Upgrade easily to the CoPilot® Ozonator to get the convenience of salt chlorination with the power of ozone

**Part#** | **Description** | **Maximum Pool Size**  
--- | --- | ---  
DIG-220 | Digital Power Supply 110/220V |  
PPM1 | Manifold with PPC1 Cell | 40,000 gallons/151 m³  
PPM3 | Manifold with PPC3 Cell | 50,000 gallons/189 m³  
PPM4 | Manifold with PPC4 Cell | 60,000 gallons/227 m³  
PPM5 | Manifold with PPC5 Cell | 80,000 gallons/303 m³

Protected by U.S. patents 5,985,155, 5,993,669 and 6,096,202.
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